
What is DefenseLite?
DefenseLite products secure a building’s most vulnerable area−
glass. DefenseLite is 250 times stronger than glass, custom 
engineered to fit over any interior or exterior window and door 
opening, and is virtually invisible. It is proven effective and is an 
affordable solution.

How does DefenseLite work?
DefenseLite is attached to new or existing window or door 
frames, effectively protecting the glass underneath. Unlike 
traditional window films, DefenseLite leaves an open space 
between the shield and the glass, so in the case of most attacks 
the primary glass will not break. Additionally, DefenseLite can 
reduce street noise by up to 40% and improve energy efficiency 
of existing glass by over 50%.

What does DefenseLite protect from?
While security cameras and alarm systems deter intruders, 
DefenseLite “keeps the bad guys out.” Independent third 
party testing revealed that DefenseLite passed a Forced Entry 
Resistance test, where the following weapons were unable to 
crack DefenseLite’s shield:
  • Pipe
  • Hammer
  • Fire extinguisher
  • 2x4
*Various models are available to meet individual security and budget demands. 
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Additional Protective Products
Thieves and vandals target stores that look like an easy hit. By adding a visual deterrent to your storefront, 
most attacks will be abandoned before they even begin. Our extensive line of security grilles and closure 
products will provide the additional security you need, while offering the look that you want for your 
storefront. Benefits of using a security grille include:

• Security 
Grilles prevent unauthorized access and discourage forced entry at building’s exterior.

• Customization 
A variety of metal finishes from polished stainless to deep bronze are available, in addition 
to mesh, straight and brick patterned curtain configurations. Each grille is built to order to 
fit your opening size, operation and option preferences.

• Low Life Cycle Cost 
Rugged construction and quality materials assure long life and less costly maintenance.
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